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Chapter 11
Desa Haruku and Sameth, Haruku Island1

11.1 Physical, Biological and Technical Attributes

11.1.1 Physical environment

As the story goes, the history of Haruku village dates back to the 8th century. Haruku and Sameth
were situated in the mountains of Haruku Island, together with the kingdom of Alakka that
consisted of five villages. Initially, the Alakka people conquered Haruku and Sameth, but in a
second battle, the victory was for Haruku. The Alakka kingdom was divided into what are now
the villages of Hulaliu, Pelauw, Kabauw, Rohomoni, and Kailolo. The confiscated land areas
were returned to Haruku and that is how the village is today.  The people of Sameth live in
close proximity. In fact, the two villages run together and from the sea, appear to be one village.

The Haruku village is situated on the west side of Haruku Island. Haruku Strait separates it
from Ambon Island. Arriving by boat, the dominant structures seen are a large church and
remnants of the old Dutch fort “Zeelandia”. Over land, the village is more difficult to reach
because of the mountainous topography and steep roads.

1 Data tables for case study village can be found in Appendix 3.
The village has a large forest garden area (360 ha) that starts at Tatuhutu at the west side of the island.
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Haruku’s marine territory is a patchy mixture of sea grass beds, sand and patches of corals.
The sasi area for pelagic fish capture runs along the coast from the village meeting hall (Baileo)
to the kewang house near the mouth of the Learisa Kayeli river. Along this stretch of coast, the
bottom is predominantly sand and sea grass. It is in the Learisa Kayeli river that the lompa
fish (Thryssa baelama spp.) are caught when sasi lompa is open.

The outermost edge of the sasi area in the sea is a coral fringe. The idea of expanding sasi to
cover top shells (Trochus Niloticus) and sea cucumbers in the rocky area near the fringing
coral reef is currently under discussion. The size of these resources has not been estimated.
The purpose would not be commercial, but in the first instance, it would serve simply to
prevent people from taking these species so that their populations could recover.

Since about 1992, a mining consortium has been exploring the Haruku area and has determined
that the island contains an ore body rich in copper, lead, zinc, silver and gold. Although
stating that they would not go into exploitation because this would mean the mass removal
of population, exploration, nevertheless, has continued and there are fears among many
villagers that eventually, a mine will go ahead and they will lose their land.

11.1.2 Biological characteristics

Most Haruku fishers target either pelagic fish exclusively (43%), or both pelagic fish and reef
fish (43%). Fifteen species of pelagic fish and 10 reef fish were recorded as commonly caught
(see Appendix 3). In addition, fishers target squid, sea urchins, and two types of shellfish.

Since 1995, fish catches in Haruku have declined dramatically. The respondents perceived an
overall drop of 30% in fish catches over the past 15 years, and they expect a further decline of 17%
in the future. Also, the state of the marine environment has declined significantly during this
period. Motorboats allow the fishers to go out further to fish and the use of modern techniques
increases fish catches; however, the fishers agreed that these introductions are a major threat to
the fishery. The increasing numbers of nets and lift nets cause fish catches to decline.

Our biological survey has shown that the corals are in poor to moderate condition. Blast fishing
and the use of toxins destroy the coral reefs and are mainly used by intruders from other villages,
particularly from Rohomoni which lies to the north. The negative effects are aggravated by the
mine exploration activities that seem to cause sedimentation of the coral reef patches near the
mouth of the Learisa Kayeli river, and pollution which reduces the water quality.

Illustrative of the decline in resources is the trend in lompa fish harvests in the Learisa Kayeli river.
Reduced yields have been occurring more frequently. When a lift net operating near the mouth of
the Learisa Kayeli river over-fished the stock, the opening of sasi lompa had to be abandoned in
the years 1993-94. Fishers also report that the number of fishers harvesting when sasi lompa is
open has increased.  This happened when, after his visit in 1986, Emil Salim, the Minister of
Environment, invited everybody to join the “famous” lompa fishery. Some fishers, therefore, believe
that their decreased catches are related to the greater degree of competition.

In 1997, the season was exceptionally poor. Early in the season, as usual, the lompa fish were
spotted in the sea and sasi was closed. After a while, the fish vanished never to return. It was
generally blamed on the high water temperature as an effect of El Niño. Others, however,
blamed it on the water pollution caused by the mine. As of today, no research has been carried
out to determine whether the fish stocks are affected by pollution or whether reduced yields
are climate or effort-related impacts.
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In the meantime, the kewang and local NGOs are
active in creating a higher awareness with the people
about environmental problems. As a result, the
planting of mangrove trees along the coast has been
promoted, and people are developing a strategy to
stop the mining activities.

11.1.3  Fisheries technology

Almost all fishers own boats (perahus) and 27% also
have motors – a much higher percentage than is found
in most other villages surveyed. The most common
fishing gears are nets (50%), hand lines (27%), spears
and fish traps. Fishers from the shore use cast nets
and beach seines with a mesh size of 2-3 cm. For the
lompa fishery, the women use a small scoop net. The
use of bombs in the local fishery is also reported.
Quite a large number (23%) of fishers owned no
fishing gear at all.

Apart from their activities in the lompa fishery, not many women fish. If they fish, they work
part-time. Jemi Maatita, originally from Nusa Laut, explained how women on her native island
fish with cast nets. However, in Haruku a woman fishing embarrasses the family, and therefore
she has limited her fishing activities to gathering shellfish. According to the women, the
number of shellfish in the sasi area exceeds that of the open-access area.

There are no lift nets owned by Haruku fishers. Formerly, they operated in Haruku waters,
but since they over-fished the stock at the Learisa Kayeli river, the use of lift nets near the sasi
area is restricted by sasi rules.

11.2 Attributes of the Community and Fishers

Haruku is a middle-sized village with a population of 2,122 people who are divided over 480
households. The average household size is six. Five percent of the predominantly Christian
village has an Islamic background (101 people). Each year, about 70 people leave the village
for educational purposes of whom the majority never return when they find work elsewhere.
There is no significant in-migration. Haruku is the only one of the six case study villages that
attracts tourists. Some come to visit the kewang house but most come for the opening of sasi
lompa, which is a real festival. There are no resorts or anything of the kind; visitors reside
with local villagers and pay for bed and breakfast.

The village has its own health center and there are three schools: primary (SD), junior high (SMP)
and senior high school (SMA). Most adults have only primary education (870), but more than 25%
have some higher level of education. The village has a fresh-water supply. Canals, sewer pipes and
septic tanks handle household waste. The village has electricity and some people have TVs.

Transportation links to Haruku are limited. There is only one minibus in the village and
transport to and from the village by road is irregular. From Pelauw, the road is steep and part

Figure 11.2.  Haruku fisher mending
a fishing net.
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of the year, inaccessible. From Ambon Island, however, the village can easily be reached by
boat in half an hour and there is a regular boat service. Communication links are minimal;
there is no telephone connection.

Employment

The majority of the employed adults (295) are registered farmers. Cloves are an important
cash crop. Most people combine fishing and farming. Of the 150 registered fishers, only 20
men fish full-time. The number of people involved in various trades and construction activities
is 89, there are 16 vendors in the village, and 42 people are government officials. For all
occupations, the numbers have increased since 1979.

11.2.1 Village government

In 1979, the new village structure became a fact. The LMD, consisting mainly of former
members of the saniri negeri, was chaired by the village head. Three committees were
established to deal with: 1) general affairs, 2) government, and 3) development. However, the
introduction of this new village structure caused a division within the village government:
the formal government bodies, on one side, and the traditional adat institutions (e.g., kepala
soa), on the other. Political stress led to unstable leadership.

The 1997 elections made Jonas Pieter Ferdinandus the new village head. Over the previous 10
years, Haruku was governed by several interim leaders (Table 11.1). Often, interim leaders
come into power if a village head is not able to finish his term in office or if nobody wants to
run for the job after his term ends. In this case, the formal election may be postponed until
there are sufficient qualified and acceptable candidates.

The interim village heads lacked the mandate to restructure the LMD with the result that, at
the time of our research (1997), the LMD was not fully functional. This was aggravated by the
perception that the formal elections in 1997 were manipulated to ensure that a pro-mining
leader won the contest. One of the former village heads and raja, Bertie Ririmasse, was not
allowed to run for office owing to alleged communist sympathies. In fact, he was a popular
leader committed to environmental conservation.  In the end, voter turnout was low and the
new village head became elected with a slender majority. Not only was the village divided,
but within the LMD, a pro and contra group also arose.

Village affairs are currently being managed by the village head, the village secretary and the
vice-chairs of the LMD and LKMD. In the meantime, the village head is trying to reconcile
the LMD members and re-organize it into a functional institution.

Table 11.1.

Village leaders in Haruku
1997- now Jonas Pieter Ferdinandus
1993-1997 Bertie Ririmasse
1989-1993 Michel Talabessy
1980-1989 Bertie Ririmasse
no date Domingus Nanlohi
no date John Polnaya
no date Domingus Ferdinandus
no date Johannes Ferdinandus
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Because he lacks general support in the village and legitimacy, the position of the village leader
is rather weak. Illustrative is the fact that people question his descent while, apparently, the
village head is from a raja line. Besides, according to tradition, he was inaugurated by the kepala
adat Latu Hari Hari to make him also kepala adat or traditional village leader. Representatives
from the Kissya and Hendatu clans were present, as well as the church minister and the kepala
adat of Sameth. Nonetheless, many villagers feel that his leadership is not legitimate.

In Haruku, the shift of authority from the clan to the LMD has seriously undermined the
traditional village structure. The village head explained: “The year 1979 was not a good year
for Maluku. It was a mistake to apply the new structure (Law No. 5, 1979) in every province
because it was designed for the Javanese situation.” Adat leaders, such as the kapitan, the tuan
negeri, the kepala jajano (head of the young women who have marriage partners from outside
the village), and the kepala mangari (head of the young men) are still acknowledged but not
actively involved in the village government. Also, before, the villagers were represented through
the clan (soa) structure. This structure has been replaced by a general, geographically-based
structure and the village is divided into dusuns (RT and RW, see Section 4.3). This has caused
confusion where it concerns, for example, the division of the fish after the sasi harvest. The only
sphere in which the clan system is still functional is social occasions, e.g., funerals and weddings.

The kewang is the only traditional institution that is functioning, but it is operating outside
the formal village government and as such, not acknowledged. In the eyes of the people,
however, the position of the kewang is strong and its authority highly legitimate.

Building on the appreciation by the villagers of adat structures, the village head has proposed
to re-institutionalize some of the old adat rituals and practices and to renovate the Baileo
(traditional community house). One of the customs that will be re-established is that when
somebody marries a person outside Haruku, the newcomer is to be introduced to the
Sahumahu clan. However, whether these attempts will include re-establishment or
acknowledgment of political functions, i.e., the kewang, is not clear.

11.2.2 Village organizations

The KUD was installed in 1981 and has 187 members of which more than 50% are women. The
KUD is prosperous and derives a significant income from the clove trade. The KUD also runs a
kiosk, a savings and credit unit (USP), a unit grinder and it processes the billing for the electricity
company. The KUD is not involved in the sasi harvest. Profits are shared among the members.
Membership fees are high; the initial payment is Rp25,000 (USD10, early 1997 exchange rate)
and members must also save Rp500/month. The KUD officials have well-built houses and own
means of transport such as boats. Although it was stated that the KUD acts autonomously from
the village government, supporters of the former village headman boycott it.

Both government and church women’s organizations are not active. The PKK awaits the
formalization of the new village government and involvement of the wife of the new village
leader. Future activities, however, are already planned, e.g., sowing, gardening, cooking and
general participation of women in village programs. The Pelwata was established in the 1920s
and has 250 members. But they, too, are awaiting the inauguration of a new leader (at the
time of our study, in 1997, the new church minister had just arrived). Their program has the
standard activities. The church also has a men’s group (Pelpri) and a youth wing.

The Kaolina is a sub-group of TAKESRA and was installed in 1997 by government decree. The
program target is to increase the income of poor (women) farmers. The organization is
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supported by the wealthy who donate 2% of their income. A total amount of Rp800,000
(USD320, early 1997 exchange rate) is administered by the chairlady, Carolina Kissya, and is
used for the small-scale enterprises of the 20 members. If they succeed in repaying the original
loan, they get an additional Rp2 million loan to start a larger enterprise.

The IDT government program to support the poor, consists of four savings groups of 25 people
each (men and women). The beneficiaries are selected by the village government. Every month,
the profits of the kiosk and credit unit are divided amongst the members. So far, they have
performed well. There is good financial management and more groups will be established later.

Learisa Kayeli is a local organization that is occupied with environmental issues (nature
conservation) and the implementation of adat. Up until 1998, the organization was led by
Bertie Ririmasse and collaborated closely with the kewang. Haruku is the only case study
village that has an environmental organization.

11.2.3 Role of women

Since the late 1980s, and especially after the drop of the clove price in 1991, marine resources
have become increasingly important. Many women are directly dependent on the sea as a
source for food and income. The lompa fish that the women catch are dried and so provide
food for several months. Naturally, sasi is very significant to the women in Haruku. “Sasi
covers everything”, they say. However, the women regret there is no sasi on young fruits in
the home gardens because theft is prevalent. The women know the sasi rules and live in
accordance with them, but have no mandate to change or adapt them.

Historically, women played an important role in the village. There are stories of female village
leaders and kewang members, but over the years, this has changed and now men occupy all
the important political positions. The concept of “women being less capable than men” limits
women’s role in decision-making and reduces their activities to those related to their role as
household manager, e.g., income-generating activities, treasurer in village organizations, or
as food provider at festivities.

Women are informed of new laws or government decisions through the church or PKK. Women
are not allowed to speak at formal meetings, and if they have any suggestions, they would
have to submit them informally through a kewang or LMD member, the church minister or the
village head. As a consequence, the women’s self confidence in the political sphere is low.
Although in our interviews, they came up with some relevant ideas, they do not see how they
could contribute to the village because they feel “they are only small fishes”. Our respondents,
of whom a third considered women to be completely outside of decision-making processes,
confirmed this idea.

Interesting is the fact that the village head suggested, as part of the re-organization of the
village government, that women (as well as commoners) should be able to take a seat in the
newly to be installed LMD.

11.2.4 Fisher profile

The average age of the respondents was 50 years, and 37% of them were under 45. Only one
woman was interviewed. Relatively few of the fishers (67%) were actually born in Haruku;
most originated from the other islands. A large majority (80%) have only elementary education.
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The fishers have, on an average, 6.8 household members. Children that have left the village
have gone for work, and less often to school or to be married. Almost 30% of the fisher households
in our sample have an externally derived income of, on average, Rp343,500 (USD137, early
1997 rate) per year. The standard of housing in Haruku was relatively low. A third had type 4
housing (cement with zinc roof), while the others had wooden or gaba-gaba (palm) houses.

The economic indicators, made up of adding scores for land ownership, boat type, house and
gear, averaged 8.3 (with a standard error of 0.42). This puts Haruku into the middle third of
all the 28 villages in the performance study. When TV ownership is factored in, the score
becomes 8.7, leaving Haruku (with Nolloth and Seri) in the lower half of the case study villages.

Most respondents are land owners (83%), but, on an average, 66% of the family income is
from fishing. The fishers were highly experienced. The average number of years the men had
spent fishing was 30. They spend on average 8 hours at sea each day, with 6-10 hours being
most common. Despite the long days at sea, the men were generally satisfied with their job.
Most men stated that they are used to fishing, but over 40% would change jobs if they could
find less strenuous work as a salesman, carpenter, mechanic, etc. Also for their children, the
majority preferred other jobs over fishing, with a strong preference for government positions.

11.3 Market Attributes

On an average, 26% of fish caught are eaten by the family. Seven fishers from our sample of
thirty eat more than half of their catch. Seven others do not eat any of the fish they catch. A
large part (70%) of fish sales is direct to consumers, mostly in the local market. The fisher or
his wife usually sets the price. The rest reaches larger markets, e.g., Ambon, through
wholesalers or through female fish vendors (papaleles). The key factors in choosing the point
of sale are proximity of the market and the price paid for the fish.

11.3.1 Local fish trade

Besides fish, Haruku women trade all sorts of products such as sago, bread, fruits, etc. Many women
have husbands who work as fisher-farmers so they sell the family’s harvests. The price of fish is set
by the female fish trader, not by the harvester. There are no credit or debt relations between the
female fish traders and their providers. Currently in Haruku, there is a group of female fish vendors
who is assisted in its business through financial capital from the Masohi Fisheries Service in Seram.

11.3.2 Commercial small-scale trade

Trade with other villages and a town is largely in the hands of local female retailers. Their long
years of experience (15-20 years) provide them with a fine nose for marketing. Fish of all kinds
of types and sizes are bought locally or from fishers from other villages (from Tulehu, Waai and
Mamala on Ambon or from Rohomoni on Haruku). The fisher usually will have an arrangement
with a particular retailer. The small-scale traders (papalele) go as far as Oma, Tulehu and Ambon
to sell the fish.  When fish are scarce in Haruku, they bring them back from these markets.

Regional markets (e.g., Masohi on Seram) provide the highest profits to the fish traders, up to
150-200%. Now that fish have become scarcer, the prices, compared to the 1980s, have
increased.  The consumer’s preference for fish, however, has not changed.

Haruku fishers are not involved in any large-scale commercial fishery.
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11.4 Sasi Institutional and Organizational Arrangements

Haruku has an active sasi system, which defines the use of terrestrial and marine resources as
well as social behavior. The collective and operational rules and regulations are embedded in
adat custom. Sasi was established before the Dutch colonial period and was the result of a
collectively-felt need to protect the village’s natural resources against theft and intrusion from
outsiders. Sasi has had periods of decline but has been fully active since the revitalization of
the kewang in 1979. The sasi rules and regulations are written down in a book composed by
the head of the kewang (Kissya 1995).

The marine resources of Haruku are open-access resources, but in designated parts, resource
use is restricted by sasi rules during certain periods of the year. During sasi, the resource
changes its status to that of a common pool resource to which access is limited and harvest
rights arranged, but where the benefits are for the whole community. The system includes the
principle of redistribution, which forms an important aspect of village life.

The rights of entry and withdrawal are defined under adat law as collective rules and, as
such, guarded by the kewang and the church. Local operational fisheries rules as described in
sasi can, in theory, be applied to any resource as long as they do not contradict national fisheries
law. In Haruku, formal fisheries regulations have been incorporated into the traditional sasi
regulations.

The sasi regulations have been adapted to modern times. New regulations, for example, concern
the use of lift nets, karolo and other fine mesh nets.

Table 11.2. Sasi regulations of the Haruku village.

Land sasi 1. Seasonal prohibition on the harvest of fruits and trees.
2. No trees may be cut along the riverbank except for sago, and these have to be

replaced.
River sasi 1. Seasonal prohibition on the harvest of lompa fish (Thryssa baelama).

2. Prohibition on running or cleaning boat engines in the river and on spilling oil.
Marine sasi 1. Seasonal prohibitions on catching sardinia, momar (Decapterus macrosoma),

make (Clupea fimbricta/stereolepis; Lutjanus sanguinens), kawalinya (Selar
cryonenopthalmus), and tatari (Rastrelliger kanagurta).

2. Seasonal prohibitions on use of boats and nets in the sasi area with the exception
of cast nets that are used from the beach.

3. Prohibition on harvest of top shells (Trochus shell) and sea cucumbers under sasi;
other shell fishing is allowed.

4. Prohibition on the use of lift nets.
5. Prohibition on karolo nets with extreme small meshes.
6. Stones, sand and corals are also under village regulations. For the harvest of corals,

permission has to be asked from the village government and a fee paid
(Rp10,000 per piece).

General 7. There are no auctioned fishing rights (lelang labuan) in Haruku, but non-residents
fisheries rules must ask for permission to fish in the village waters.

8. There is a general prohibition on blast fishing and the use of cyanide.
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11.4.1 Sasi

River Sasi

For sasi on lompa in the river, a specific set of rules defines the opening and closing of the
river, access rights and division of the catch.

Lompa fish, a sardine-like pelagic fish species, enters Haruku waters yearly.  The immature
fish (ca. 1 cm) are seen off the coast in April or May. Within weeks of their first appearance,
the young fish start running into the river, where they spend the daylight hours. Usually the
ceremony to close sasi is at the moment when the fish are entering the river at spring tide.

When sasi is closed, at every corner of the village, the head of the kewang blows a traditional
trumpet shell and pronounces this closing (nowadays with a megaphone). The head of the
kewang has to go to the mountains to pick a sacred tree for the sticks that are used at the adat
ceremony. According to tradition, the sticks should be secretly taken into the kewang house.
After the ritual ceremonies are complete, the signs, made of sticks and coconut leaves, are set
in place to define the sasi area. From this point on, the river and mouth of the sea are no
longer accessible for fishers so that the fish can grow. Over some months, the fish will swim
from the river down to the sea and back in daily cycles. When after about 6-7 months they
reach maturity (ca. 10 cm), people believe they spawn in the river.  Then the kewang head
picks a date for opening the fishing season.

The night before the opening, the kewang carries out another ritual and people place barriers
into the river so that the fish cannot escape. The opening of sasi is always planned when there
is a low tide in the morning, so that people can easily enter the water to catch the fish. At the
sign from the head of the kewang, everybody (i.e., men, women, locals and strangers) starts
fishing. The village head of Sameth explained: “The opening of sasi lompa is a fiesta; it is a
social event and people share. If somebody would have an empty container, the people of
Haruku would fill it up.” Everybody thus can fish. Later, the fish are gathered and divided. A
great deal of fish are directly consumed in a traditional feast, what are left are dried by the
villagers to be eaten in the following months.

Sasi lompa is an extremely important aspect of village life. It not only provides the villagers
with fish and confirms social relations, but foremost, the ceremony and opening of sasi (buka
sasi) are a spectacular event which attracts visitors from all places, and this means a great
deal to the villagers (see as an illustration, the newspaper article by Hann 1996).

Marine Sasi

Sasi on pelagic fish is closed when the small fish are spotted in the sea, usually around July-
August when there has been a high tide. The kewang and fishers monitor the fish and when
they are big enough and have settled in the sea grass beds, a date will be set by the LMD to
open sasi. When sasi is opened, the head of the kewang performs the rituals according to
tradition while the villagers witness the event.

The fishery is coordinated with Sameth, the neighboring village. After the ceremony, the net
owners will draw lots and groups of 10 to 20 fishers with beach seines enter the water. They
take turns and fish until the efforts exceed the benefits. At the time of our research (July
1997), sasi on both the sea and river was closed.
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The harvest from marine sasi is divided among all villagers, including those who do not fish
by profession. One part is for the church, another for the village head, and a third for the
widows; the rest is divided amongst the households. This principal stems from the realization
that benefits from the sea have to be shared among all villagers. The direct re-distribution of
resource benefits makes Haruku’s marine sasi unique.

11.4.2 Sasi: the players

In sasi, the three principal social institutions play a complementary role or, as the village head
attests: “The village head is the government and arranges it, the church prays for it, and the
kewang watches the people and enforces it.”

The formal village government has no active role in resource management or monitoring. The
village head in Haruku is also inaugurated as kepala adat. This position allows him to open and
close sasi together with the village head of Sameth, the church people and the head of the kewang.
However, compared to Nolloth, the role of the village head is relatively insignificant.

The kewang is the principal institution when it comes to the execution of marine sasi and
enforcement of the rules. Officially, the head of the kewang functions under the authority of the
village head. However, when the kewang and sasi were revitalized in 1979 (see Section 11.4.3),
the sasi rules were written down and revised by the traditional council of clan leaders, and not
by the formal government. The kewang has become a relatively autonomous institution and
only relies on the village government when its members have to deal with offenders of sasi.

The Protestant church of Haruku plays an important role in sasi. The church’s involvement in
sasi on coconuts goes back many years and is executed in collaboration with the kewang. When
sasi on coconuts is closed, the people gather in the kewang house where there is a communal
prayer “to protect the people from stealing.” Cloves have only been under church sasi since
1992 when theft was so intense that the people asked the village head to put the crop under
church sasi. Church sasi has been stable over the last years because the church is independent
from village politics, or as the church minister explained: “People commit to God and not to
the village head.”

The church minister feels strongly that there is a mission for the church in sasi. Gradually, the
church is getting more significant and it is slowly taking over “adat things”. The minister
explained: “Adat is a behavioral code, not a traditional law. The spirit of sasi is adat and thus
part of the culture. But where adat provides the cultural framework, the church provides the
spiritual content. Therefore the church and adat have to merge.”

The formal enforcers (police) play a marginal role. The local policeman assigned by the state
(the catadara) represents formal authority. In reality, his authority is limited and when local
authorities cannot deal with a matter, it is reported to the police in Pelauw. Occasionally, the
police patrol catches a blast fisher, but it does not have its own speedboat. The police station
is 18 km from the village and the police tend to leave the arrest and prosecution of offenders
to the local authorities.

A last organization that may not be very prominent, but that is essential for the future execution
of sasi is the kewang kecil or mini-kewang. It was installed in 1994 by Eliza Kissya (the current
head of the kewang) and is meant for children who assist the kewang, report offenders, and
take care of mangrove reforestation. The group is open for boys and girls from all social classes.
The main purpose is to secure prolongation of the kewang and start environmental awareness
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among young children. Through their involvement in environmental activities, the mini-kewang
members become more aware of the need for nature conservation. Besides, since the children
are from different families, the mini-kewang serves as a bridge between the pro and contra
groups in the village.

11.4.3 History of the kewang

Haruku and Sameth share the kewang for the sea because both villages have access rights to
the same area. For land resources, each village has its own kewang. Eli Ririmasse, the head of
the kewang for the sea, narrated: “A long time ago the ancestors lived in the mountains. The
grandmother of the Ririmasse clan was the leader. Later she met the grandmother of the
Kissya clan who arrived from Ambon and joined the people living in the mountains. When
Haruku moved down from the mountains to the coast, the two women led the ceremony.
They played a very important role in the village beside the raja because they could use black
magic. The women and the raja established the adat institution and developed sasi. They chose
a kewang from each clan and that is why there are two kewangs.”

Throughout history, clashes between the kewang and village leader were prevalent. In 1962 under
village head Johannes Ferdinandus, the head of the kewang resigned and until 1979, the village
had no kewang at all. In 1967, a new kewang head had taken position, but very briefly. He was
not from the original kewang line and when he fell ill, he feared it was caused by the divine
wrath of the ancestors and he quit. At the time, sasi lompa was still performed by the village
officials, and despite the weak enforcement and lack of rituals, people respected the rules.

In the meantime, Eliza Kissya, a descendant from the original kewang clan, learned about the
kewang practices from his uncle. In 1979, he was ready and re-established the kewang. Ely
Kissya became the head of the kewang for the land. The current head of the kewang for the sea
is Eli Ririmasse who was appointed in 1994. He functions under the authority of Kissya who
is the tuan tanah (oldest clan). Since then, the kewang has become a strong institution in the
village when it comes to sasi and natural resource management.  Its position was strengthened
after it won a national environmental award in 1982.

Figure 11.3.  Children, of whom some are mini-kewang members,
in Haruku
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Status is an important reward for the kewang members, especially since the financial benefits
are minimal. The money the kewang members get from fines is just enough to cover their expenses
e.g., for transport, meetings, maintenance of the kewang house etc. The kewang has always been
supported by the former village head, Bertie Ririmasse. Now that the new village head has
arrived, their position is undermined. The new village head encourages the mining operations
in the village, which goes against the conservation goals of the kewang. Because of their
environmental concern, the kewang members had to form an opposition. However, in order to
be formally acknowledged, the kewang needs support from the village head. To be really effective,
and preserve the natural resources of Haruku, the kewang and the village head need to collaborate.

11.4.4 Enforcement

Enforcement is traditionally in the hands of the kewang. The kewang members, the mini-kewang
or regular villagers report violations to the head of the kewang. The head of the kewang will
order his members to catch the culprit. Before, the kewang would act independently. As long
as it concerns relatively small offenses, the head of the kewang still disciplines the offender,
but in more serious cases nowadays, the police will be involved.

The church also plays a role in enforcement. Compliance is stimulated through communal
prayers in which people commit themselves to the sasi rules. The success the church has in
“enforcing” the rules on coconuts and clove leads to the question whether the involvement of
the church should be elaborated.

The church minister acknowledges the ancestral spirits and adat, but feels that the church is
of a higher order and thus could be of more significance. The kewang, on the other hand,
accepts the collaboration with the church, but stresses that sasi is adat and that the role of the
church should be limited. Its members argue that everybody knows the rules, that the ancestors
are involved, and that the adat ceremonies are important to ensure success. In order to
collaborate productively, the church needs to respect these adat structures.

11.4.5 Compliance

There are no available data on rule violations. According to the villagers, compliance is
relatively high due to the tight rules, adat and custom. However, it was stated that the number
of offenses has risen since the current village head came into power. The conflict between the
village head and kewang is a main reason for people to non-comply. A few respondents
expressed economic need and a lack of respect for the kewang. Some of the offenders are poor,
but often, people steal for fun or to test the rules.

11.4.6 Significance of sasi and local knowledge

Sasi is spiritually of great significance as J. Rehena, the church minister, explained: “Everybody
carries it because it is adat and part of their culture”. As part of daily life and culture, everybody
has knowledge about sasi.

Traditional sacred knowledge concerning sasi is in hands of the two kewang heads and adat
elders. Knowledge is passed from father to son, but the head of the kewang had to learn it
from his uncle. The new village head spent most of his time in Ambon and thus did not share
the knowledge that comes with his position. Since he is inaugurated as the kepala adat, he has
to learn about sasi. He derives his knowledge from the former head of the kewang and the
members of the traditional village council.
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For the Haruku people, sasi is highly significant. Due to the involvement of Yayasan Hualopu,
a local NGO, the people in Haruku have become more environmentally aware than those in
most other villages. Their idea that sasi is important to “preserve the environment until
everything is ripe, to keep it sustainable and in good shape” is underscored by sasi rules that
are meant to protect resources, e.g., the obligation to plant a tree at the riverbank after you
have cut one, the prohibition on oil spilling and the bans on destructive and overly-efficient
gear types. Although sasi is not exclusively meant to preserve the resources, it creates potential
for sustainable resource management.

11.5 External Institutional and Organizational Arrangements

Links between the community and government fisheries management institutions

Recently, an official from the fisheries department assessed the fisheries resources of the village
to see which have potential for development. The government programs in the village were
mainly training: for the LMD, the women’s organization, and for the fishers on the use of
motorboats.

Links with higher government bodies

Links with the higher government levels are limited. Government officers, including fisheries
staff, visit the village irregularly. The village head knows that there are fisheries laws, but
new laws are not actively communicated to the village. Fisheries management in Haruku, as
in the other villages, is not yet an issue and the fishery tends to intensify due to the government
subsidies for new nets and programs such as IDT, which supply new fishing gears.

The village government is subject to the sub-district government. The possibility for the village to
bring up ideas and forward these to the higher provincial or national governments, however, is
limited. The local government could make propositions and deliver them to the sub-district
government for approval, but this office has no independent authority to approve the plan. This
is a problem where it concerns the mining permit, which was issued from Jakarta. There is no
structure that allows either the village government or the kewang to appeal against this decision.

Collaboration with other institutions

Since 1995, Haruku has been the scene for various coastal zone management promotional
activities like workshops. Over the past years, several institutions and organizations have
carried out training and programs: 1) Pattimura University (the Environmental Studies Center
and Fisheries Faculty) on aquaculture and development, 2) local NGOs (e.g., Hualopu and
Baileo) and several government agencies were involved in several training and awareness
programs, 3) JANNI, a Japanese organization, supported a mangrove rehabilitation program,
4) OXFAM has included Haruku in its study tour, 5) the Department of Industry initiated a
wood-carving training, but 6) the most prominent visitors were representatives from Ingold
and Aneka Tambang to give lectures on community involvement in the proposed mining.

External economic influences

In the Strait of Haruku where local fishers operate, they face competition from large-scale
fishing companies including the government-owned P.T. Perikani, based in Ambon.
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Infrastructure and development

The environment of Haruku is seriously affected by the mining operations executed by Ingold
and Indometal in collaboration with an Indonesian firm Aneka Tambang. Ingold and Indometal
are Canadian companies that are already promoting shares on the international market based
on the results of their explorations on Haruku and further prospecting on Ambon, Saparua
and Nusa Laut. Now that the preliminary drilling has been successful, the mining operations
will be extended with detrimental effects for the environment and the village society. Already,
the intervention has led to political conflicts and soon there will be severe conflicts over land.
There will be infrastructure changes since the government is planning to provide finances for
road construction and public toilets at the end of 1997.

On the other hand, the operations will be beneficial in terms of job opportunities for laborers
and construction companies. The need for increased economic activities has been aggravated
by the current currency crisis in Indonesia.

11.6 Incentives to Cooperate

The keys to resource management are enforcement of, and compliance with, fisheries rules
and regulations. However, various contextual variables affect an individual’s inclination to
participate in, and be governed by, sasi.

Tradition

Tradition and adat are kept very much alive by the active elders. Sasi is an intrinsic part of the
Haruku culture and automatically, people have great respect for sasi regulations.

Status

Haruku has a history of resource management.  Their sasi system on lompa fish is unique in
the region and widely appreciated. In 1982, Haruku obtained an environmental award from
President Suharto. In 1986, the Minister of Environment, Emil Salim, came to Haruku
personally to open sasi. These highly appreciated visits have stimulated the people of Haruku
enormously in their willingness to comply to sasi rules.

Economic benefits

People have direct benefits from marine sasi and sasi lompa. The catches are divided fairly
amongst the villagers and the opening of sasi is a feast. This is a strong incentive for people to
respect sasi regulations.

Destructive fishing methods are used by a small part of the population, mainly immigrants,
who have no entitlement to land, and derive little benefit from resource management.  This is
their incentive to non-comply. The use of destructive techniques and intensification of the
fishery are, in general, aggravated by the current economic crisis in the country.

Sanctions

The kewang members take a tremendous pride in their position. Their commitment to manage
the resources and enforce the rules is very strong. The vigorous enforcement is a strong
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incentive for the people to comply with the sasi regulations. However, if the kewang is
undermined by conflicts and lack of support from the village leader, its position will weaken
and some people will be encouraged to try breaking the rules.

The church plays an important role in enforcement through their communal prayers. Respect
for God and fear of retribution keep people abiding to the rules.

Social pressure

Since most people benefit from sasi in terms of resources and status, peer group pressure to
respect the rules is strong. The fact that many young children are members of the mini-kewang
and authorized to report offenders will be a strong incentive for people (and young children)
to abide to the rules.

Conservation purposes

The continuous efforts of Ambon University and local NGOs have led to awareness by a large
part of the population and people are developing an appreciation for resource management.  Visible
protection of natural resources is in many cases an incentive for people to comply with the rules.

Awareness

The programs carried out by various external institutions have created environmental
awareness that will be an incentive for some people to comply with the rules.

Youths can partake in the mini-kewang where they learn about the environment and how to
protect it. They are rewarded within the organization but also see the effect of their personal
efforts. Children thus learn to appreciate nature and this will be an important incentive not to
destroy the resources.

11.7 Patterns of Interaction

The village territory can be categorized as a collective good and as such, under the
responsibility of the village. A clear set of property rights has been installed to secure a stream
of benefits for all. Fruit and tree gardens are private property, but harvest rights are arranged
under sasi as a collective right. Sasi on land is imposed to provide benefits to the individual
while protecting the resource.

The sea is a communal property (res communes) in which the resource is controlled by an
identifiable community of interdependent users. An identifiable community in this context
refers to the people who live in Haruku-Sameth (Mantjoro 1996a). The members of neighboring
villages on the same island are excluded. Marine sasi has direct communal benefits and people
have the right to them.

This system, however, is under threat. Land resources, which are private property, are subject
to national legislation that defines all land as belonging to the state. Article 33 of the national
constitution enacted in 1945 stipulated that land and water-based resources belong to the
state and will be exploited to the optimum for the wealth and welfare of all citizens (Mantjoro
1996a). This has allowed the Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources to issue a permit for
mine exploration in the area.
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This has led to social and political stress in the village. A split has developed between a group
that supports the mining operations because of the potential economic benefits, and a group
that is concerned with environmental destruction and the disregard of land ownership. The
village head leads the first group while the kewang typically supports the latter. A conflict
between the two groups will negatively affect sasi. The role of the kewang will weaken
dramatically and although the kewang is locally highly legitimate, its members may find they
are no longer in the position to enforce the sasi rules.

The adat rules do not deal with impacts of mining on small islands and the kewang is powerless
against the mining corporations. The activities of Ingold, Indometal and Aneka Tambang have
not only had a negative impact on the environment and people’s land and forest gardens. The
conflicts in the village have weakened the program that was developed to create environmental
awareness and organize the community in coastal management.

11.8 Outcomes

11.8.1 Equity

1. The role of fishers in management

The role of fishers in management is seen as having been the same in the past, but fishers
expect a little improvement. Education has made people “smarter” and their opinions are
more respected.

The fishers noted that a strong role for the village government and kewang is customary. It is
the leaders who make the decisions about the fishery (together with the lift net owners, as
one person noted). When asked about power-sharing, over half thought that the government
had most or total responsibility for fisheries management, while the rest thought the people
shared responsibility equally with the government. Although it was mentioned that people
trust that the decisions the leaders make are good for the village, some also said it would be
preferable to increase direct involvement of fishers so that not all the decisions are made by
the village government alone. Half of the fishers agreed that fisheries rules should be changed.

2. Access to marine resources

Access to marine resources is limited by the sasi rules. The fishers’ own access to resources is
seen to be significantly less now than in the past. The reasons for the decline are unclear.
Nearly half  (40%) agreed that a fisher in need should be able to ask for and get harvesting
rights in a sasi area during the closed season. Only 10% of the fishers agreed with the sale of
resource harvest rights to outsiders.

3. Distribution of means of production

The distribution of the means of production is seen to be fairer now than in the past, but
further future improvements are not expected. The overall number of boats and gears has
increased and so have the fishing efforts as people have obtained more machinery. However,
declining yields, more pressure, and competition are having a negative effect on the equality
among fishers. Larger boat owners have more capital and are increasingly powerful.
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4. Income distribution

On an average, the level of economic equality is perceived to have declined and is expected to
decline significantly in the future. The reasons for the decline are: 1) because of increasing
opportunism, and 2) because some people simply work harder than others. On the other
hand, some people reported that the drop in clove prices has resulted in more equality among
the villagers, because the very rich have “dropped” into the middle class. Also, the fact that
generally people have to work harder and others are supported by government programs,
has resulted in more equality.

11.8.2 Efficiency

5. Communal decision-making

Communal decision-making is seen as stable. The style of decision-making in the village was
seen by 62% as being a process of common or majority agreement. The rest thought that the
village head, with the village government staff, makes the decisions. In either case, the process
is seen to be legitimate. However, when asked directly about their involvement, nearly all
respondents (97%) agreed that all stakeholders should participate in decision-making,
especially now that people have become more educated.
Seventy-three percent felt that local groups do have a role in decision-making, whereas an
even larger number (83%) was convinced that outsiders had no involvement at all. Outsiders
are mostly Butonese fishermen.

Table 11.3. Results of the performance analysis in Haruku. n=30 heads of fishing households.  ns =trend
not significant; *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01,  ***=p<0.001.

Indicator Average Average change Average future
current through time expected change

 condition on (statistical significance) (statistical significance)
 scale of 1-10

Equity
1. Role of fishers in management 6.07 0.5333ns +5% 0.5333* +5%
2. Access to marine resources 7.50 -1.2000*** -12% -0.6667*** -7%
3. Fair distribution of fishing gears 7.00 1.8333*** +18% 0.4000ns +4%
4. Economic equality 6.13 -1.0333* -10% -0.7667** -8%

Efficiency
5. Communal decision-making 6.73 -0.1000ns -1% -0.0333ns -0,3%
6. Ease of entry into the fishery 7.07 -1.6333*** -16% -1.1333*** -11%
7. Control over access to fishery 7.47 1.2333** +12% -0.1000ns -1%
8. Compliance with fishery rules 6.73 -1.1000* -11% -0.5667* -6%

Social Sustainability
9. Family well-being 6.47 0.4333ns +4% 0.7000* +7%
10. Income 6.00 -1.1333* -11% -0.2000ns -2%
11. Tradition of collective action 6.30 -1.8333*** -18% -0.9000*** -9%
12. Discussion of village issues 6.40 -1.5667*** -16% -0.1000ns -1%
13. Community harmony 5.73 -2.4000*** -24% -0.9333** -9%

Biological sustainability
14. Marine resource health 6.00 -2.6000*** -26% -1.4333*** -14%
15. Fish catch 5.73 -3.0333*** -30% -1.7333*** -17%
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6. Ease of entry (costs)

The costs of entry into the fishery have significantly increased (16%) and are expected to rise
another 11% in future. Around Haruku Island, people have to pay in order to fish in specific
parts of the sea and this is especially the case for Butonese fishers who have to pay goods,
gears, or fish, to the respective village government. Our sample contained a number of
Butonese fishers and, therefore, the perceived costs were relatively high (score 7.07).

7. Control over access to the fishery

Control over access to the fishery is seen to be better than in the past. The kewang was said to
play an important role in controlling access and enforcing regulations, and the mini-kewang
will ensure control in the future. However, for the future, no changes are expected. It was
said that control has to be good because people depend on the fishery.

8. Compliance

According to the fishers, compliance is high. However, compared to the past, compliance
with fisheries rules has declined by 11%. It was explained that the conflict between the village
head and the kewang is, for some people, a reason not to comply. Also, people who do not
respect the kewang do not abide by the rules. Compliance is expected to decline 6% further.
Compared to villages where sasi is lost, however, compliance rates are still high (score 6.73).
The respondents explained this score as being due to tight rules, adat and customs that are
still important to the people.

11.8.3 Social sustainability

9. Family well-being

Family well-being has remained the same compared to the past, and is expected to improve
only slightly in the future. The villagers’ livelihood has been negatively affected by the declines
in clove harvests and clove prices. They had to turn to the cultivation of cacao and coffee. A
common notion of the respondents was that “people will have to work harder especially
since the prices for daily needs have increased.”

10. Income

Fishers reported a significant 11% decline in their income over the past 15 years, but expect
no major changes in the future. The drop in clove prices has been disastrous, but for the
farmers who are also fishers, the decline was compensated by higher prices given for the fish.

11. Tradition of collective action

It was felt that the level of communal action had gone down significantly: 18% less compared
to the past and a further drop of 9% was expected in the future. The respondents rated past
performance as high (mostly score 8-9 out of 10). At the root of the decline lie personal financial
interests and growing individualism (especially of young people), loss of customs, and good
leadership. However, collaboration is part of the culture, i.e., “the way they were brought
up” and over half of the fishermen felt that this will keep them working together.
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12. Discussion of village issues

The open discussion of village issues is reportedly in decline. A number of respondents felt
that the degree to which people can participate in discussion depends for a large part on the
village head. He was said to arrange all village matters as do, to a lesser extent, the LMD and
the kewang. People, however, felt that they are becoming more educated now and wanted to
participate more in the discussion of village issues.

13. Community harmony

The number of conflicts in the village has increased dramatically (i.e., harmony has declined
by 24% and is expected to decline further). According to the fishers in our sample, this was
due to the elections and political division in the village. Other main problems were alcohol
abuse and juvenile delinquency.

At the family level, there are conflicts over the garden boundaries and ownership of the trees.
Usually these problems are dealt with within the family. Conflicts have been arising since the
number of people in the village increased, but the new village structure has also caused confusion.

Sasi and marine access rights, as defined under sasi, provide no ground for conflicts. The
kewang takes its job seriously and people are aware of that and respect the rules. The equitable
sharing of lompa fish managed under sasi is a key aspect that promotes harmony in the village.

11.8.4 Biological sustainability

14. State of the resource

The fishers perceived an average 26% decline in the condition of marine resources over the
past 15 years. They expect resources to decline another 14% in the next 15 years. Sediment, as
a result of the upstream mining activities, pollution and the use of modern fishing gears and
bombs, have had negative effects.

15. Fish catches

The latter also have a negative impact on fish catches. Nearly all (93%) of the fishers reported
significant reductions (-30%), and in the future, the fishers expect the situation to become
even worse (-17%). More reasons for this decline can be read in Chapter 8.1.

11.9 Synthesis

Sasi in Haruku is unique because it recently has been “greened” in the sense that new rules
with overt environmental purposes have been introduced. Government programs stimulate
the use of modern nets and intensification of the fishery. However, the authority of adat and
sasi regulations is strong enough to keep these developments within bounds. The high level
of collaboration with outside NGOs and researchers also sets Haruku apart. The village has
been included in various environmental programs and has served over the years as an example
of successful resource management. The kewang plays an important role in the extension of
environmental knowledge and it is crucial that the kewang remains functional. At the moment,
however, its position is weakened due to conflict with the government.
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One of the key features of sasi in Haruku is its emphasis on equity. Catches of lompa fish and
other pelagic fish, both from river sasi and sea sasi, are shared among the village population.
The derivation of direct benefits promotes social harmony. This stands in contrast to the
situation in some other villages where the routing of harvest profits through the village
government for “village development” or the sale of sasi harvest rights to outsiders are often
resented by the common villagers.

Under the local management system that affords protection to juvenile fish and prohibits
overly-efficient harvesting, lompa harvests in Haruku appear to have the potential for
biologically sustainability. However, because the species under management is pelagic fish
and thus may be intercepted outside of the protected area, this sustainability is very vulnerable.
Local management can only hope to ensure stock health if the fishery is restricted to community
waters.  In fact, most lompa and other pelagic fish are caught by offshore lift nets where the
profit-sharing system and minimal crew wages promote intensification of fishing efforts.

Sasi in Haruku is undoubtedly efficient in that it is carried out with a minimum of expense
and compliance to rules is high because of the legitimacy of the kewang.

Currently, however, this strong sasi system is undermined by political instability, conflicts
between the village head and the kewang and environmental degradation due to mining
activities on the village territory. Property rights issues and access to land resources are subject
to conflicts. Whereas some people welcome the potential employment and economic activity
from mining, others fear the loss of their land and livelihood. If a planned resettlement scheme
is realized, the village of Haruku, together with its distinct sasi institution, will be consigned
to history.

Even in the exploratory phase, the ecological impacts of the mining activities on the
environment are manifest: downstream sedimentation pollutes the river estuary and covers
the corals and thus forms a direct threat to the lompa fishery. Interviews conducted by Yayasan
Hualopu in 1997 show that, even though they do not fully comprehend the potential
destructive effects of mining operations in the future, the villagers are concerned about these
environmental impacts. The possibility for villagers to defend their interests, however, is
limited by the centralized village structure that effectively excludes them from the decision-
making process.

At the moment, the village head is trying to restructure the LMD into a functional village government.
His strategy to get support and to become a more legitimate leader is to base his actions on adat
structures. He also concentrates on “politically correct” issues such as the involvement of women in
the village government. In the meantime, however, the village is at an impasse.

Strict application of the sasi rules and the education of young children through their
involvement in environmental management are the two building stones of sasi in Haruku.
The village leader was optimistic and felt that sasi would be continued because “it is a
traditional thing and Haruku has a kewang, which makes it stable”. The authority and
responsibilities of the kewang, however, have never been formalized and now that the influence
of formal authorities, like the police, is becoming more prominent, acknowledgment is
imperative. The relationship between the village head and the kewang is decisive for the
stability of sasi. Only under a functioning village government and through collaboration with
the adat leaders, church and kewang, can village resources be protected.


